
The Pangu Legend

1. Adjective

2. Noun

3. Proper Noun

4. Proper Noun

5. Past Tense Verb

6. Adjective

7. Plural Noun

8. Plural Noun

9. Verb Ending In Ing

10. Noun

11. Past Tense Verb

12. Past Tense Verb

13. Comparative Adjective

14. Comparative Adjective

15. Comparative Adjective

16. Plural Noun

17. Proper Noun

18. Proper Noun

19. Location

20. Natural Element

21. Celebrity

22. Celebrity

23. Animal Plural
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24. Event

25. Substance

26. Country

27. First Name

28. Noun

29. Verb

30. Adverb

31. Noun

32. Noun

33. Adjective



The Pangu Legend

In the beginning there was nothing in the universe except a Adjective chaos. However this chaos

coalesced into a cosmic Noun for about 18,000 years. Within it, the perfectly opposed principles of

Proper noun and Proper noun became balanced and Pangu Past tense verb from the egg. Pangu

is usually depicted as a primitive, Adjective giant with Plural noun on his head and clad in

Plural noun . Pangu set about the task of Verb ending in ing the world: he separated the perfectly

opposed principles with a swing of his giant Noun creating the Earth and the sky. To keep them

separated, Pangu Past tense verb between them and Past tense verb up the sky. This task took 18,000

years; with each day the sky grew feet Comparative adjective the Earth ten feet Comparative adjective

and Pangu ten feet Comparative adjective . In some versions of the story, Pangu is aided in this task by the

four most prominent Plural noun namely the Turtle, the Proper noun the Phoenix, and the

Proper noun .

After the 18,000 years had elapsed, Pangu was laid to rest. His breath became Location ; his voice the

Natural element ; left eye Celebrity and right eye Celebrity ; his blood formed

Animal plural ; his fur the Event ; his bone marrows sacred Substance ; and the fleas on his

fur carried by the wind became Country . First name the Goddess then used the Noun of

the water bed to Verb the shape of humans. These humans were very smart since they were

Adverb crafted.



first name then became bored of adverb making every human so she started putting a

Noun in the water bed and lettings the drops of Noun that fell from it become new humans.

These small drops became new humans, not as Adjective as the first.
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